
   

 

 

PRESS RELEASE  

 

TAAG Angola Airlines orders GEnx-1B 
engines for 787 fleet 

 
GE Aerospace also signs services deal with carrier to support 

GE90-115B fleet 
 

November 15, 2023: TAAG Angola Airlines announced today at Dubai 
Airshow 2023 an order to GE Aerospace for eight GEnx-1B engines and 
one spare to power the fleet of Boeing 787 aircraft.  
 

 

In October, TAAG Angola Airlines announced with Boeing that it would 
renew its fleet with an order for four 787 Dreamliners.  
 
In addition to this order, TAAG has signed a TrueChoice™ material 
services agreement, covering their fleet of five GE90-powered Boeing 
777-300ER aircraft. GE Aerospace will support TAAG with spare parts, 
component repair, and used serviceable part upgrades for its fleet of 
GE90-115B engines. 
 
“We are pleased to continue to grow our relationship the GE 
Aerospace,” said Eduardo Fairen, CEO of TAAG Angola Airlines. “This 
agreement shows our continued dedication to modernize our fleet with 
more efficient equipment while providing our customers with an 
improved flight experience.” 
 
“These agreements demonstrate TAAG Angola Airlines continued 
confidence in GE Aerospace’s engines and services,” said Kathy 
MacKenzie, Vice President, GE Commercial Programs for GE Aerospace. 
“We are excited to deliver these highly-efficient and dependable GEnx 
engines while continuing to support the airline’s workhorse GE90 fleet.” 
 
The GEnx engine family has more than 50 million flight hours since 
entry into service in 2011 and is the fastest-selling, high-thrust engine 
in GE history with nearly 3,000 engines in service and on backlog, 
including spares. 
 
 

https://boeing.mediaroom.com/2023-10-10-TAAG-Angola-Airlines-to-Renew-Fleet-with-Boeing-787-Dreamliners


   

The GEnx-1B powers two out of every three 787 aircraft in service. The 
engine also provides a 1.4% fuel burn savings for the typical 787 
mission compared to its competition. The added fuel savings enables 
more than 2 million fewer pounds of CO2 per aircraft annually. Like all 
GE Aerospace engines, the GEnx can operate on approved Sustainable 
Aviation Fuel (SAF) blends today.  
 
Representing a giant leap forward in propulsion technology, GEnx uses 
lightweight durable materials and advanced design processes to reduce 
weight, improve performance, and lower maintenance, making it the 
best engine choice for long-haul flights. 
 
GEnx’s revenue-sharing participants are IHI Corporation of Japan, GKN 
Aerospace Engine Systems of the UK, MTU of Germany, TechSpace 
Aero (Safran) of Belgium, Safran Aircraft Engines of France and 
Samsung Techwin of Korea. 
 
 
About TAAG Angola Airlines  

TAAG Angola Airlines was founded in 1938 and it is based in Luanda, Angola's 

capital city. For more than 80 years, TAAG has connected Angolans with its 

key domestic and international markets. TAAG is the leading airline in the 
country and is recognized worldwide for its strong high-yield market, having 

grown its current network to 12 domestic and 13 international destinations. 

Its fleet allows, in addition to passenger transport, air cargo services which 
have become essential for Angola's growth and development. TAAG is a 

company that prides itself on a strong track record of service and performance 

excellence. 
 

 

About GE Aerospace  

GE Aerospace is a world-leading provider of jet engines, components and 
systems for commercial and military aircraft with a global service network to 

support these offerings. GE Aerospace and its joint ventures have an installed 

base of more than 40,000 commercial and 26,000 military aircraft engines, 
and the business is playing a vital role in shaping the future of flight. For more 

information, visit us at www.GEAerospace.com 
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